***Fiction Section***

***Key for Abbreviations used below:  WF = Writing Fiction; WP = Writing Poetry; Ch. = Chapter; ex. = exercises. HW = Homework to be done for the next class.***

Week 10—Thursday—10/20  Start discussing Fiction this week. Go over the introduction in Writing Fiction, the workshop philosophy, being a sponge and soaking up feedback, picking a topic for a story, etc.

Week 11—Thursday—10/27  (Scene with conflict due. Make photocopies for Classmates & me.)
Work with Chapter 2 in WF this week and workshop your new scenes.
HW: Read Ch. 3 in WF and write a new connected scene for next week.

***Friday---Last day to withdraw from a full-semester course!!!****

Week 12—Thursday—11/3  (New Connected Scene due. Make photocopies for Classmates & me.)
Work with Chapter 3 in WF this week and workshop your new scenes.
HW: Read Ch. 4 in WF and write a new connected scene for next week.

Week 13—Thursday—11/10  (New Connected Scene due. Make photocopies for Classmates & me.)
Work with Chapter 4 in WF this week and workshop your new scenes.
HW: Read Ch. 5 in WF and write sketches of all major characters for next week.

Week 14—Thursday—11/17  (Character Sketches due. Make photocopies for Classmates & me.)
Work with Chapter 5 in WF and workshop character sketches tonight.
HW: Complete a scene chart of written and future scenes for your whole story. (See the example in Writing Fiction—though too brief—on page 40. Your scene chart should include summaries of each scene and be much more detailed than the book’s example.)

Week 15—11/25—Thanksgiving—NO School. Eat lots of Turkey!!!
HW: Finish your scene chart for next week.

Week 16—Thursday—12/1  (Scene Chart due. Make Photocopies for Classmates & me.)
Workshop scene charts and rough out your WHOLE story tonight.
HW: Complete your short story and bring two complete copies to class. One copy will go into the class binder and the other will be returned to you with comments.

Week 17—Thursday—12/8  (Complete short story due today!!!!)
Bring two complete copies of your short story. Tonight we will simply read and enjoy as much as we can from each short story.
HW: Prepare for your self-assessment next week

Week 18—Thursday—12/15—6:45-8:45 Final Exam/Self-Assessment tonight (Complete short story due tonight. Please bring TWO copies.)
Course and Self-evaluations AND PARTY today. Bring a dish to pass and we can eat and write at the same time!!!